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Democrats love to claim that they stand against political interference in “science.” This is often an oversimplified understanding of how science and technology interact with government. Decisions ...
Biden Believes in Science — So Long as the Teachers’ Unions Approve
For Republicans, inherited wealth has no effect on one’s work ethic, but a bit of government largesse will turn the hoi polloi into lazy slug-a-beds.
Everybody's a Sinner, Except for the Guys Who Write the Checks
Georgia voters lined up for long waits to cast early ballots. AP Photo/Ron HarrisThere has been understandable outrage and widespread criticism of the new voting laws in Georgia – and of similar ...
Georgia voter suppression efforts may not change election results much
following reports of political interference with research during the Trump administration. Why it matters: The review, to be conducted by the Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP), could ...
White House launches science review after claims of political interference under Trump
The former Secretary of State weighs in on artificial intelligence, the future of the US-Europe relationship, and how best to address China's rise.
INTERVIEW: Henry Kissinger on the political consequences of the pandemic, China's rise, and the future of the European Union
For 10 months, Hamilton County was on an island. The metropolitan county in Southeast Tennessee, unlike the dozens of counties surrounding it, required face masks in public. The decision to implement ...
Hamilton County stood ground on mask mandate for 10 months despite political backlash
Two House Republicans are asking the White House for documents to explain why a scientist appointed by the Trump administration was removed from her post overseeing a government-wide report on climate ...
Republicans ask why White House removed climate scientist
In 2006, he went to Stanford University to get a bachelor's degree in political science and went on to earn a master's degree in human rights from Columbia University. While at Stanford ...
With her husband a political prisoner in Ethiopia, Minnesota woman fears the worst
It was an effort to work with films in a way that allowed them to “unfold their potential to also create social and political impact,” she adds. “During those years we built a festival that stands on ...
CPH:DOX Explores Art, Science, Political Activism in Documentary Works
It’s been a catastrophic few days for Ontario Premier Doug Ford’s government, with calls for the premier to resign growing amidst a COVID-19 third wave response which has been criticized by ...
Should Doug Ford resign over his COVID-19 leadership? Ontario's crisis is '100 per cent of their own making,' political expert says
Cao Daweng, the Chinese billionaire founder of Fuyao Glass Industry Group made famous by the Oscar-winning 2019 documentary American Factory, is planning to invest 10 billion yuan (US$1.54 billion) to ...
US-China tech war: Fuyao Glass owner Cao Dewang of American Factory fame to build a science and technology university
The French government has threatened to punish active soldiers who signed an open letter by 25 retired generals warning President Emmanuel Macron the country is headed for "civil war". A number of ...
Ex-generals spark backlash as they warn of 'civil war' in France
Dr. Michael Cackovic has treated his share of pregnant women. “You cannot hear this ’flutter,’ it is only seen on ultrasound,” said Cackovic, a maternal fetal medicine specialist at Ohio State ...
'Fetal heartbeat' in abortion laws taps emotion, not science
For years, scientists and doctors have treated vaccine skepticism as a knowledge problem. If patients were hesitant to get vaccinated, the thinking went, they simply needed more information. But as ...
Vaccine Skepticism Was Viewed as a Knowledge Problem. It's Actually About Gut Beliefs.
Kansas City Southern (KCS) (NYSE: KSU) announced today that the company’s emissions reduction targets have been approved by the Science Based Targets initiative (SBTi) as consistent with levels ...
Kansas City Southern’s Emissions Reduction Targets Approved by Science Based Targets initiative
Vext Science, Inc. ("Vext" or the "Company") (CSE: VEXT) (OTCQX: VEXTF) a cannabinoid brand leader based in Arizona, leveraging its core expertise in extraction, manufacturing, cultivation and ...
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Vext Science to Hold Conference Call to Review its First Quarter 2021 Financial Results
Vext Science, Inc. ("VEXT" or the "Company") (CSE: VEXT) (OTCQX: VEXTF) a cannabinoid brand leader based in Arizona, leveraging its core expertise in extraction, manufacturing, cultivation and ...
Vext Science to Present at Upcoming May Investor Conferences
"In a democratic society changing the governments and prime ministers should bring normality but in Albania is seen as a dramatic event, with high tensions," said Ervis Iljazaj, a political science ...
Miner takes on Albania's political heavyweights at ballot box
Update your settings here to see it. “I think it was disastrous and I think how the government responded, it realizes that,” said Erin Tolley, associate professor of political science at Carleton ...
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